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Neuroblastoma is a hard-to-treat childhood cancer that is well known for the heterogeneity of its clinical phenotypes. Although the risk levels of neuroblastoma have been defined from a complex matrix of clinical and tumor biological factors to guide treatment, the accuracy in predicting cancer relapse and related fatality is still poor in many cases, where heterogeneity with subpopulations in highly malignant or drug-resistant tumors is believed to be underestimated by the current analysis methods. Therefore, new technologies to probe neuroblastoma heterogeneity are needed for the improvement of risk stratification.

In this study, we introduce the nanopillar-guided subnuclear morphology as an effective indicator for heterogeneity evaluation among individual neuroblastoma cells. Nuclear polymorphisms, especially the generation of subnuclear irregularities, are well-known markers of high cancer metastasis risk and poor prognosis. By quantitatively evaluating the orientation of nanopillar-guided nuclear envelope features in neuroblastoma cells, we identified two subpopulations with differential motilities and EMT marker levels. Moreover, with endogenous expression, cells with high levels of the nuclear structure protein lamin A exhibit anisotropic deformation on nanopillars and migrate faster than low-lamin A cells, indicating a greater potential for metastasis. Overexpression of lamin A, however, reduces both the coherency and migration speed, suggesting that subpopulations with similar lamin A levels may have different metastatic potentials. We further verified that nanopillar-generated nuclear deformation patterns can quantitatively reveal individual cells’ responses to anti-cancer drug treatment. Overall, we envision that the nanopillar-based assessment of subnuclear irregularities brings new additions to our toolkits for both precise risk stratification in neuroblastoma and the evaluation of related anti-cancer therapeutics.

Introduction

As a devastating childhood cancer, neuroblastoma is widely known for its high relapse rate and significant drop of survival rate to ~10% once relapse occurs.1,2 One of the key contributing factors is its significant heterogeneity in cellular phenotypes, where a subset of the cells may survive or not respond to treatment and may cause relapse. In clinical practice, risk stratification that is based on a series of clinical and molecular characterizations,3 including tumor histology,4 MYCN amplification state,5,6 and DNA ploidy,7 is critically conducted to tailor the treatment plan for individual patients. However, poor clinical outcomes are still observed in tumors irrespective of risk factors such as MYCN amplification,8 suggesting that new aspects of the heterogeneity in neuroblastoma are waiting to be revealed to improve the accuracy of risk stratification for better therapeutic guidance.

Both genetic markers and morphological features are used in the risk stratification of neuroblastoma;3 the genetic markers have gained more attention owing to their well-established sequencing technologies.9 Morphological changes observed in histology, however, are still evaluated according to description-based grading systems,10 despite their widely recognized strong implications for cancer progression and high prevalence across diverse cancer types.11–13 Nevertheless, some interesting facts have been observed, such as the heterogeneity results from the integration of different metabolic and genetic conditions; meanwhile, similar morphological alterations throughout cancer progression are shared among different cancer cells, with substantial metabolic and genetic variation. It is intriguing to see whether technologies to
improve the precision in morphological analysis can bring new insights for better understanding of the heterogeneity in neuroblastoma.

Among all the cellular components, the nucleus serves as the central location to host all the genetic regulation activities and often displays dramatic morphological changes in many types of cancers, including neuroblastoma.10,11 Especially, subnuclear shape irregularities in tens to hundreds of nanometers, such as grooves and folds on the nuclear envelope, nucleoplasmic reticulum, and nucleo-cytoplasmic inclusions, have long been used as robust diagnostic and prognostic markers in histological assessment; they are associated with many oncogenetic changes, such as genomic instability and cancer metastasis.14–16 However, whether they can be used to characterize heterogeneity in neuroblastoma and thus for risk stratification is still unclear. Quantitative characterization of these subnuclear irregularities remains technically challenging for conventional image segmentation methods, as they mostly target whole nuclear features, such as size, circularity and aspect ratio. Thus, technologies to probe subcellular features in cells will be highly beneficial.

Recently, vertically aligned nanostructures have been introduced to effectively probe a variety of subcellular properties, including electrophysiological signals,17 cell adhesion forces,18–20 intracellular enzyme activity,21 cytosolic pH,22 gene transcription,23–25 nuclear cell behavior26 and protein dynamics on the plasma membrane.27–32 More importantly, protruding nanostructures can reach deeply into the cell interior and directly interrogate the subnuclear morphology to probe nuclear deformability,33 nuclear mechanotransduction34 and nuclear shape irregularities35 in individual cells. We therefore hypothesized that nanopillar-enabled evaluation of subnuclear shape irregularities can be used to probe heterogeneity in neuroblastoma. Specifically, we will study the nanopillar-guided nuclear deformation patterns in neuroblastoma cells with the expression of different nuclear lamina proteins and how they correlate with metastatic cellular properties such as cell migration and EMT transition. The potential of using nanopillar-based characterization for anti-cancer drug evaluation will also be validated in neuroblastoma cells.

**Results and discussion**

**Nanopillar-guided subnuclear patterns associated with heterogeneity of lamin A expression level in SK-N-SH cells**

Neuroblastoma cells are known to have different expression levels of lamin proteins36 that critically impact the morphology and deformability of the nuclei.37–39 Here, we take SK-N-SH cells as a model system and probe, firstly, the heterogeneous expression levels of lamin A and lamin B1 via immunostaining. Lamin B1 is known to be constitutively expressed in all neuroblastoma cells, while lamin A levels vary significantly and are more associated with differentiated cells.40–42 A-type lamins, including lamin A and lamin C, are known to dominate the mechanical properties of the cell nucleus and determine the nuclear morphology.37 As shown in Fig. 1a, all the cells expressed lamin B1 as expected, but only some of them showed detectable lamin A levels. More interestingly, the nuclear morphology showed a strong correlation with the endogenous level of lamin A; high-lamin A cells displayed an abnormal nuclear morphology with obvious grooves and invaginations, in contrast with low-lamin A cells, which normally show a clean nuclear contour (Fig. 1a). However, when characterized using conventional nuclear morphometric parameters such as nuclear area and circularity (Fig. 1b), the two populations are not always distinguishable (nuclear area: 115.2 ± 29.7 µm², N = 89 cells (low); 165.5 ± 73.1 µm², N = 44 cells (high), p value <0.0001. Circularity: 0.7720 ± 0.0926, N = 89 cells (low); 0.7974 ± 0.0992, N = 44 cells (high), p value = 0.1595). More importantly, the subnuclear irregularities shown in high-lamin A cells but not in low-lamin A cells (Fig. 1c) are overlooked in the conventional methods, which target the overall morphology of the entire nucleus instead of the subnuclear features.

Taking advantage of the nanopillar-guided subnuclear deformation reported earlier,33,35 we hereby investigated whether the guided patterns on nanopillars can effectively reflect neuroblastoma heterogeneity. As illustrated in Fig. 1d, the SK-N-SH cells were classified into low-lamin A and high-lamin A groups to evaluate their subnuclear features on the nanopillars separately. Nanopillar arrays with 500 nm in diameter, 3 µm in pitch, and 1.5 µm in height were used to provide effective guidance of the nuclear grooves in cancer cells, similar to the geometry optimized in an earlier study.35 The scanning electron micrograph (SEM) is shown in Fig. 1e. When visualizing the nucleus by immunostaining both lamin B1 and lamin A, it is interesting to see that the cells with low lamin A showed clear ring deformation; meanwhile, those high in lamin A displayed aligned lines across nearby nanopillars, suggesting a nanopillar-guided alignment of their subnuclear irregular features (Fig. 1e). It is noteworthy that heterogeneity still exists among the cells with similar lamin A levels. For example, both line and ring features have been observed in high-lamin A cells (Fig. S1†). By characterizing the orientation of nanopillar-guided features using the Orientation J plug-in35 in ImageJ,44 we obtained a quantified coherency value on each nanopillar. The coherency ranges from 0 to 1. 0 refers to fully isotropic features without preferred orientation, suggesting fewer irregularities; meanwhile, 1 refers to completely anisotropic features with a dominant orientation angle, indicating more irregularities. Comparing cells with low and high lamin A, it is obvious that high-lamin A cells showed a significantly higher pillar coherency value (0.3525 ± 0.1838, n = 48 pillars) than low-lamin A cells (0.1727 ± 0.0961, n = 122 pillars) (Fig. 1f), consistent with the fact that high-lamin A cells generally have more subnuclear shape irregularities than low-lamin A cells. More interestingly, two subpopulations with different coherency values can be observed in high-lamin A cells according to the two regions with high probability density (pillar coherency ~0.2 and 0.5, respectively) (Fig. 1f). This implies that heterogeneity exists even within the high-lamin A cells.
Fig. 1  The degree of subnuclear shape irregularities is dependent on the lamin A level in SK-N-SH cells. (a) Fluorescence images showing that cells with high lamin A levels show abnormal nuclear morphology. Scale bar, 20 μm. (b) Characterization of the whole-nucleus morphology between low-lamin A cells and high-lamin A cells. (c) Raw images showing that high-lamin A cells exhibit an abnormal nuclear morphology while low-lamin A cells display a regular nuclear contour. Arrows indicate the locations of the subnuclear irregularities. Scale bar, 5 μm. (d) Schematics showing differential nanopillar-guided features in low- and high-lamin A cells. (e) SEM images of the nanopillar arrays and fluorescence images showing that the subnuclear grooves are guided by nanopillars in high-lamin A cells, whereas ring-like features can be observed in low-lamin A cells. The arrows indicate the locations of the guided subnuclear irregularities. Scale bars, 2 μm (SEM); 10 μm (BF). (f) Anisotropy measurements of the nanopillar-guided subnuclear features in low-lamin A cells (N = 122 pillars) and high-lamin A cells (N = 48 pillars). (g) Fractions of ring deformation and line deformation in low-lamin A cells (N = 64 cells) and high-lamin A cells (N = 24 cells). Statistical significance was evaluated by an unpaired t-test with Welch’s correction. **** P < 0.0001; ns > 0.05.
with one subpopulation showing a high degree of subnuclear shape irregularities while the other is similar to low-lamin A cells. By averaging the pillar coherency values in each cell, we obtained cell coherency values as a single-cell readout for quantitative analysis. Setting the coherency value at 0.3 as a cutoff for differentiating cells with dominant isotropic ring or anisotropic line deformations, we found that most of the low-lamin A cells ($0.885 \pm 0.101, n = 65$ cells) did not show nanopillar-guided abnormal nuclear features. However, the majority of high-lamin A cells ($0.722 \pm 0.147, n = 24$ cells) exhibited aligned subnuclear irregularities on their nanopillars (Fig. 1g).

**Correlation of migration speed with lamin A heterogeneity in neuroblastoma cells**

To correlate the lamin A heterogeneity with metastatic potential, we examined the cell migration between high- and low-lamin A cells using two established assays, the wound healing assay and the transwell assay. In the wound healing assay, high-lamin A cells exhibited a greater migration rate than low-lamin A cells. At the beginning (0 h) of the wound healing, the high-lamin A cells showed a random distribution across the cell monolayer, with no preference for the wound region (Fig. 2a, 0 h). Intriguingly, after 24 hours of migration, the majority of the cells closer to the wound show high lamin A intensity (Fig. 2a, 24 h), suggesting that the high-lamin A cells are more migratory than the low-lamin A cells. Similarly, when plotting the lamin A intensity along the distance from the wound healing edge, a flat curve was obtained at the 0 h time point; however, after 24-h migration, a significant increase of lamin A was observed closer to the scratch edge of the migration front (Fig. 2b). To further demonstrate the correlation between lamin A heterogeneity and cell motility, we performed live cell imaging to track the cell migration at single-cell resolution (ESI Movie S1†) and conducted immunostaining at the last point of the live cell tracking to correlate the lamin A levels of the individual cells (Fig. 2c). Consistently, at the single cell level, most of the cells near the wound edge showed significantly higher lamin A levels compared to those further away from the wound after overnight migration (0–150 μm: $1187.24 \pm 425.20$, $N = 113$ cells; 150–300 μm: $827.14 \pm 311.58$, $N = 271$ cells; $p$ value $<0.0001$) (Fig. 2c and d).

When correlating the migration rates and lamin A levels of individual cells, we found that high-lamin A cells showed higher migration rates ($0.3132 \pm 0.1629$ μm min$^{-1}$, $n = 18$ cells) than low-lamin A cells ($0.1965 \pm 0.0944$ μm min$^{-1}$, $n = 18$ cells) (Fig. 2e). More interestingly, similar to the nanopillar-guided subnuclear deformation coherency measurement in Fig. 1f, two high probability density regions with distinct migration rates were observed among the high-lamin A cells (Fig. 2e), which implies that the high-lamin A cells are also heterogeneous and possibly contain two subpopulations with different migration abilities.

Next, the transwell assay was performed to verify the invasion ability of cells with different lamin A-expression levels, which correlates with the metastatic potential of the cell. SK-N-SH cells were seeded on the top of a transwell device with 5 μm pore size. Cells were driven to migrate through the porous membrane by the differential serum concentrations and were allowed to penetrate the membrane for 2 hours, where cells reaching the bottom membrane are regarded as more invasive compared to cells that are retained on the top membrane. Interestingly, as shown in Fig. 2f and g, cells located at the bottom membrane show significantly higher lamin A levels than those staying at the top membrane, suggesting that the SK-N-SH cells with high motility and increased potential for metastasis have higher lamin A expression. This is consistent with our observations from the wound healing assay.

**Heterogeneity of high-lamin A cells probed by nanopillar-guided subnuclear patterns**

Earlier studies have shown that transient overexpression of lamin A often leads to decreased cell migration.45 Interestingly, we observed the opposite trend. Higher migration capacity was seen in cells with endogenously high lamin A levels, as shown in Fig. 2. This raises the question of whether this inconsistency is caused by heterogeneity within the population of high-lamin A cells. As shown in Fig. 1f, two subpopulations among the high-lamin A cells can be clearly differentiated based on their nanopillar-guided deformation coherency. Therefore, we hypothesized that the migratability can be more faithfully reflected by the deformation pattern on the nanopillars. To prove this, we compared the identified high-lamin A cells with and without transient overexpression of lamin A/C-EGFP (Fig. 3a). Interestingly, the cells with lamin A/C overexpression generated isotropic ring deformations on the nanopillars, which has been observed to result in slow migration in breast cancer cells.35 Statistical analysis further showed a significant decrease ($p$ value $= 0.0230$) of deformation coherency in the transfected cells ($0.2735 \pm 0.1703$, $n = 62$ pillars), so that no more of the distinguishable subpopulation with higher coherency was left compared to non-transfected cells ($0.3525 \pm 0.1838$, $n = 48$ pillars) (Fig. 3b). This strongly implies that the different motilities in high-lamin A cells are better correlated with the deformation coherency on the nanopillars, where cells with low coherency, i.e. ring deformation on the nanopillars, are slow to migrate. To be consistent with the results from the immunostaining of lamin A instead of lamin A/C, we overexpressed lamin A-GFP in SK-N-SH as well and characterized the deformation coherency. As shown in Fig. S2a,† lamin A overexpression leads to formation of ring-like subnuclear patterns on the nanopillars that are similar to those of the low-lamin A cells and lamin A/C-overexpressed cells. Quantitative measurement of the deformation coherency (Fig. S2b†) further confirms that the lamin A overexpression decreases the coherency compared with non-transfected high-lamin A cells, similarly to lamin A/C overexpression.

To verify the effects of lamin A/C overexpression on cell motility, live cell imaging was performed overnight to track the migration of both untransfected and transfected cells, and the lamin A level of individual cells were probed by immunostaining at the last time point (Fig. 3c and ESI Movie S2†). By
correlating the migration rate with the lamin A level in individual cells, we found that non-transfected cells with endogenous high lamin A levels tended to migrate faster than those with low lamin A levels (Fig. 3d), which is in agreement with the results shown in Fig. 2. In comparison, most of the transfected cells with overexpressed high lamin A migrate slower than those with endogenous high lamin A without transfection (Fig. 3d and e). More interestingly, the transfected cells (0.2407 ± 0.1275 μm min⁻¹, n = 24 cells) even migrated slower compared with untransfected cells with endogenous low lamin A levels (0.3382 ± 0.1310 μm min⁻¹, n = 18 cells) (Fig. 3e); this suggests the strong impact of lamin A overexpression on cell...
motility, which is consistent with the coherency measurement on the nanopillars. These results demonstrated that the nanopillar-probed deformation coherency reveals better heterogeneity among neuroblastoma cells, and it also correlates with one of the key indicators of metastasis, the cell migration speed.

Subnuclear deformation patterns on nanopillar arrays correlates with EMT

It has been well established that cancer cells typically acquire a migratory phenotype via epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) throughout metastatic progression. We hypothesize that EMT is responsible for the increased cell motility and invasiveness in high-lamin A cells. Vimentin was selected among the EMT markers in this study due to its reported contribution to preserving nuclear integrity. On the flat surface, the vimentin level shows a strong dependence on the lamin A level, as obvious vimentin filaments were observed in cells with high lamin A, whereas negligible vimentin signals could be found in low-lamin A cells (Fig. 4a). In agreement with this observation, vimentin intensity was positively correlated with lamin A level in neuroblastoma cells (Fig. 4b). Similarly, the cell lamin A level was positively correlated with another well-established EMT marker, SNAIL + SLUG, on a flat surface (Fig. 4a and c). On nanopillar arrays, strong vimentin as well as SNAIL + SLUG signals were found in cells with aligned deformation patterns across nearby pillars, while a weak vimentin signal was observed in cells showing subnuclear ring features (Fig. 4d). Coherency measurements further revealed a monotonic correlation with the vimentin and SNAIL + SLUG intensities in the same cell (Fig. 4e and f). Interestingly, this suggests that the nanopillar-guided deformation pattern is a valuable indicator of EMT during metastasis development.
Assessing anti-cancer drug effects via subnuclear anisotropy on nanopillars

A growing demand for probing heterogeneity in neuroblastoma cells comes from anti-cancer drug development, as the precise characterization of the drug response among different subpopulations may facilitate the identification of drugs more effectively targeting metastatic cells to improve prognosis and prevent relapse. Here, we chose two drugs widely used for the treatment of neuroblastoma, doxorubicin (DOX, 1 μM) and etoposide (Etop, 10 μM).\textsuperscript{48,49} When neuroblastoma cells with various levels of endogenous lamin A were treated with either DOX or Etop for 24 h, it was interesting to observe that most of the cells that remained attached on the surface exhibited significantly high lamin A levels (Fig. 5a and b). It may be that the drug treatment upregulated the lamin A expression. However, it is not clear whether individual cells with potentially upregulated lamin A after drug treatment formed similar ring deformation patterns to those of the over-expressed cells shown in Fig. 3a, or line patterns similar to those of the endogenous high-lamin A cells shown in Fig. 1e. We therefore examined the nanopillar-guided subnuclear deformation patterns upon treatment. Strikingly, compared to the more common line features observed in the control group, cells treated with either DOX or Etop tended to develop more isotropic ring features on nanopillar arrays despite their high lamin A levels (Fig. 5c). As a result, the pillar coherency of the treated cells (DOX: 0.3057 ± 0.1862, \(n = 38\) pillars; Etop: 0.2606 ± 0.1564, \(n = 44\) pillars) is significantly lower (DOX: \(p\) value = 0.0344; Etop: \(p\) value = 0.0002) than that of the DMSO control group (0.3853 ± 0.1448, \(n = 47\) pillars) (Fig. 5d). Consistently, the fraction of cells with dominant isotropic ring features and low deformation coherency increased upon anti-cancer drug treatment (DMSO: 0.262 ± 0.160, \(n = 30\) cells; DOX: 0.607 ± 0.152, \(n = 22\) cells; Etop: 0.722 ± 0.079, \(n = 24\) cells) (Fig. 5e). Since isotropic ring fractions are more associated with fewer
EMT markers and slower migration, as shown earlier, their increased fraction upon drug treatment suggests that although the high-lamin A cells survived the drug treatment, their metastasis ability was significantly reduced. Together, this demonstrates that deformation coherency can be employed as a highly sensitive indicator of anti-cancer drug efficacy in neuroblastoma cells.

**Conclusion**

In this study, we demonstrated that nanopillar-guided subnuclear deformation patterns can be used as an effective marker to characterize the heterogeneity in neuroblastoma cells. In addition to various lamin A expression levels widely reported in neuroblastoma, we successfully further differentiated cells with similar lamin A levels into subpopulations depending on the orientation coherency of their deformation features on nanopillars. High deformation coherency was found to exist at a higher percentage in high-lamin A cells with faster migration speed, and it was positively correlated with EMT marker increase. These results demonstrated that risk stratification of individual neuroblastoma cells can be achieved via quantitative assessment of the subnuclear irregularities guided by nanopillar arrays. More importantly, the subtle response of drug-resistant high-lamin A cells can be sensitively reflected through the changes in deformation patterns and can be quantitatively read out using coherency value measurements. We envision that this nuclear irregularities-based risk stratification of neuroblastoma cells will open up new avenues to improve cancer therapy.

**Materials and methods**

**Fabrication and characterization of nanopillar arrays**

SiO₂ nanopillar arrays were fabricated via electron-beam lithography (EBL) and anisotropic dry etching. The surface was firstly rinsed with acetone and isopropanol alcohol (IPA). Thin layers of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) (MicroChem) and a conductive polymer, AR-PC 5090.02 (Allresist), were then respectively spin-coated on the cleaned chip. EBL (FEI Helios NanoLab 650) was subsequently conducted to write different patterns, which decides the diameter and pitch of the nanopillars, on the chip surface. The PMMA at the exposed areas was dissolved in the development solution (3:1 isopropanol: methylisobutylketone), followed by chromium (Cr) deposition by thermal evaporation (UNIVEX 250 Benchtop). Cr masks at the written areas remained at the chip surface after lift-off with acetone, and nanostructures were fabricated through reactive
Confocal imaging

Fluorescence imaging and live cell imaging were performed by confocal microscopy (Zeiss LSM 800 with Airyscan or a spinning disc confocal microscope (SDC) that was built around a Nikon Ti2 inverted microscope equipped with a Yokogawa CSU-W1 confocal spinning head). Specifically, the nuclear morphologies of individual cells and the cells in the transwell experiments were captured in the Zeiss LSM 800 with Airyscan. The live cell imaging and subsequent fluorescence imaging were performed using the SDC, and the image acquisition and processing were controlled by MetaMorph (Molecular Device) software.

Quantification of nanopillar-guided subnuclear irregularities

The guided subnuclear irregularities were characterized by measurement of their anisotropy. Firstly, one image with the sharpest guided features in one stack was selected for subsequent characterization. Square masks (2.75 μm × 2.75 μm, 11 pixels × 11 pixels) were manually drawn based on the location of the nanopillars in the brightfield channel. After thresholding the cropped images of the lamin A channel using the masks, the coherency, an indicator of the anisotropy properties, of the nanopillar-guided nuclear features was measured using orientationJ (a plugin function in ImageJ).

Transfection

For lamin A-GFP and lamin A/C-EGFP transfection, SK-N-SH cells were firstly starved in Opti-MEM (Gibco) medium for 30 min at 37 °C. The transfection mixture was prepared by mixing 1 μg plasmid and 1.5 μl Lipofectamine 3000 (Life Technologies) in Opti-MEM and incubating for 20 min at room temperature. After 4-hour incubation with the transfection mixture, the Opti-MEM medium was replaced with culture medium, and the cells were allowed to recover overnight before imaging.

Wound healing assay

SK-N-SH cells were first cultured in 35 mm dishes until they were approximately 90% confluent. Scratches were then made in the confluent monolayer of cells using a sterile 200 μl pipette tip, and the culture medium was replaced. Brightfield microscopic pictures were taken of the same field at 0 hours and 24 hours. The migration rate was measured by the difference in the closure area within the same time period using Image J.

Transwell assay

The SK-N-SH cells were seeded on the top membrane with 5 μm pore size of a transwell device (Corning) and maintained in culture medium without serum. Complete medium with 10% FBS (Life Technologies) was used as the chemoattractant and placed in the lower chamber. After incubation for 2 hours, the cells were fixed and stained, and the distribution of the lamin A levels in the cells was examined under confocal microscopy.

Statistical analysis

Welch’s t tests (unpaired, 2 tailed, not assuming equal SD) were used to evaluate the significance. All tests were performed using Prism (GraphPad Software). Data are presented as mean ± SEM or mean ± SD as stated in the figure captions. All experiments were repeated at least twice.

Data availability

The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding authors upon reasonable request.
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